A Page in a Book
The Best Hound in the House
Since prehistoric times, dogs have occupied an important place in the lives of humans,
both as working partners and as beloved members of the family. This millennia-old connection continues as today’s children still anticipate the moment when they can find the best
dog companion to bring home. Healthy partnerships between children and their dog(s)
provide kids with a dependable partner who offers unconditional love, active play and loyalty that lasts for the duration of their time together. For children who dream of finding and
adopting a perfect puppy pal, the following titles address both the responsibilities and the
rewards that come with canine companionship.

Froggy Gets a Doggy

by Jonathan London, Illustrated by Frank Remkiewicz (Viking/Penguin)
Froggy’s mother has promised him that he can adopt a pet and he knows exactly what
he wants. Mother thinks a bunny or mice are ideal because they are easier to care for. But
Froggy knows with all his heart he needs a dog. His mom tries to dissuade him, explaining all the responsibilities that come with a dog. But Froggy is convinced that he’s up to the
challenge if it means he can adopt the perfect pet. When Doggy comes home with Froggy,
he learns that love is just one of the things that a new doggy needs to adjust to a new family.
From obedience training to “scooping up after”, ‘Froggy Gets a Doggy’ offers a humorous
insight into the real commitment needed to bring a dog into the family – and the real joy that
comes with finding the best canine companion!

A Perfect Place for Ted

by Leila Rudge (Candlewick)
Ted has been overlooked for adoption in the pet store for so long that he finally decides he
must venture out to find his own place to belong – a place where he is wanted. In an effort to
be noticed, he joins the circus and stands on popcorn boxes, but the trained trapeze dogs get
all the cheers. Ted enters a pet pageant, but he can’t compete with the pampered poodles. But
just when Ted is about to give up on finding his place to belong, he sees a young girl posting a
wanted notice for a furry friend (preferably one who enjoys long walks and ball games). Delightful
pencil, ink and collage illustrations will charm readers as they follow Ted’s journey to be noticed
and to find his forever home.

Mogie: The Heart of the House

by Kathi Appelt, Illustrated by Marc Rosenthal ( Simon & Schuster)
In a very special house where sick children and their families stay during treatment at the
nearby hospital, there are only a few rules (healthy eating, peace and quiet, and no puppies). In
a neighboring house is a family of almost-grown puppies that are all leaving the litter as service
animals, search-and-rescue helpers and show dogs. All except Mogie; he isn’t suited for any
of those jobs. Adventurous Mogie wanders out into the neighborhood and discovers the very
special house with sick children. Mogie can’t read the rules, but he CAN figure out just what kind
of companionship each child needs to help them get well. Adapted from the true story of Mogie,
the therapy dog at the Ronald McDonald House in Houston, this gentle tale celebrates the power
of companionship between child and dog to strengthen the hearts of both.

Find more A Page in a Book recommendations at www.PageBookReviews.com.
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For Kids Who Dig Dinosaurs

Recommending the Best Toys
and Products for Kids

I’ve not yet met a child who hasn’t had a grand passion for
dinosaurs. For some kids it’s a phase, an intense fascination
for a few years that they eventually outgrow. For other children,
dinosaurs receive an unprecedented level of focus. These kids
collect an almost encyclopedic collection of dinosaur facts.
They pronounce with authority long and complex names like
giganotosaurus and archaeopteryx even before they can remember or recite their own address. The following toys provide
hours of prehistoric play that satisfies both the child with an
appreciation for the giants of the past as well as the obsessive
dinosaur aficionado!

by Gerry Paige Smith

Dinosaur Backpack

Velociraptor &
Pterosaur

(Unipak)

Kids are never too young to
fall in love with dinosaurs. Finding the best creatures from the
Cretaceous for little hands is easy
with the Dinosaur Backpack from
Unipak. The soft backpack that
can double as a playset, houses
four small non-allergenic, nontoxic plush dinosaurs (T-Rex,
Velociraptor, Stegosaurus and
Brontosaurus) that are just the right size for the toddler set. The
adjustable-for-size backpack also features small windows that
allow the occupants to peek out when they’re on the move or
waiting for the next playdate. Get the smallest dinosaur fans
started early with something plush, prehistoric and infinitely
portable.

(Blocco)

Young dinosaur fans can seize
the power to craft their own dinosaurs with the extraordinarily tactile
Velociraptor and Pterosaur set from
Bloco. With 125 colorful soft foam
shapes plus 46 caps and connectors, kids have all the elements
they need to recreate Velociraptor and Pterosaur models. While
the instruction sheet gets them started on the traditional build,
the surplus of colorful foam shapes encourages variation and
experimentation as kids discover their power to craft their own
mash-up designs. Colorful, easy to assemble and durable, the
Bloco Velociraptor and Pterosaur set offers hours of creative play
as dino fans invent their own unique contributions to the bestiary
that populated the ancient earth!

Elasmosaurus Skeleton
Model

Dinosaur Park

(Constructive Playthings)

Everything a kid needs
to immerse himself in the age
of dinosaurs can be found in
the Dinosaur Park. Easily assembled, the park landscape
features artfully rendered scenery as well as multi-level platforms that are ideal for staging
an endless array of dinosaur
encounters. The 3-D element and broad footprint of this set
(almost two feet long) also make it a good choice when more
pre-school paleontologists arrive from group play. Complete
with a dozen dinosaurs ready to roam, a full-scale prehistoric
playtime is just moments away with the Dinosaur Park from
Constructive Playthings.

(Geoworld)

While the earth shook under
the enormous weight of the land
giants like Tyrannosaurus Rex and
Titanosaurus, another large dinosaur
predator was looming just under the
surface in the oceans of the late Cretaceous period. For today’s budding
paleontologist, a fantastically detailed
skeleton of the ancient marine dinosaur Elasmosaurus is lurking
just below the surface in a block of gypsum, waiting to be excavated and assembled. Dedicated dinosaur hounds can use the
tools included in this model kit to free the skeleton of one of the
ancient oceans’ most elegant hunters and reconstruct its bones
into a fossil model to marvel over for years to come!

Paige Smith is a freelance writer and syndicated columnist living in Alabama. More on GET THIS! at www.PageBookMedia.com.
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